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Abstract—Potatoes are short-term crops grown for harvesting
tubers. It is a type of tuber that grows on roots and is the
fourth most common crop after rice, wheat, and corn. Fresh
potatoes can also be used in an incredible variety of dishes by
baking, boiling, or frying them. Moreover, the paper, textile,
wood, and pharmaceutical industries also make extensive use
of potato starch. However, soil and climate pollution are highly
unfavorable for potato growth and lead to a lot of diseases
such as common scab, black scurf, blackleg, dry rot, and pink
rot. Thus. several types of research in medicine and computers
were started for the early detection, classification, and treatment
of potato diseases. In this study, transfer learning and fine-
tuning were applied to potato disease classification based on a
custom ConvNeXtSmall model. In addition, Gradient-weighted
Class Activation Mapping (i.e., Grad-CAM) is provided for visual
explanation in the final result after classification. For potato
illness segmentation, k-means clustering was used to enable the
difference between healthy and diseased sections based on color
and texture. The data was collected from numerous websites and
validated by the Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute (i.e.,
BARI), including six types of potato diseases and healthy images.
With a Convolutional Neural Networks (i.e., CNN) model from
the Keras library, our study reached the unexpected validation
accuracy, test accuracy, and F1 score in seven classifications of
99.49%, 98.97%, and 98.97%, respectively. Concerning four-class
classification, high accuracy values were obtained for most of the
models (i.e., 100%).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Potatoes have been a crucial food source for humans for
thousands of years. Originating in South America, they have
spread worldwide due to their ability to grow in various
climates and soil types. Potatoes are not only adaptable with
hundreds of cooking ways but also packed with essential
nutrients like carbohydrates, fiber, and vitamins. They are
used in numerous dishes, from mashed potatoes to fries,
and are also crucial in industries like starch production and
biodegradable plastics. In the world, potatoes play a significant
role, supporting about income of millions of farmers, and are
one of the main food sources for billions of people.

In modern agriculture, potato production has become a
cornerstone of global food systems. Based on statistical data,
China holds the first spot in terms of potato production [1] [2].
In 2019, 370,436,581 tons of potatoes were produced globally
and global potato production rose by 2.59% compared with

2012 [2]. 61.5% of the total EU production of potatoes is
produced annually in Germany, France, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom, and Belgium, with an average of 34,870
million tons throughout the 2017–2019 period [3]. Specifically,
Germany is currently the largest potato producer in the EU,
with an average yearly potato production of slightly more than
10.4 million tonnes. France (i.e., 8.3 million tonnes) comes
next, followed by the Netherlands (i.e., 6.8 million tonnes),
the United Kingdom (i.e., 5.5 million tonnes), and Belgium
(i.e., 3.8 million tonnes) between 2017 and 2019 [3]. However,
potatoes face challenges, particularly from climate change,
pollution, and diseases. Climate change affects potato growth
with higher temperatures and irregular rainfall patterns [4].
Pollution from farming practices harms soil and water quality,
impacting potato cultivation [5]. Additionally, diseases caused
by viruses and bacteria threaten potato crops, reducing yields
and farmer incomes [6].

Consequently, advancements in technology and machin-
ery have revolutionized potato cultivation in agriculture, op-
timizing efficiency and yield while minimizing labor and
environmental impact. Precision planting equipment ensures
accurate spacing and depth, enhancing seedling establishment
and uniformity across fields [7]. Additionally, state-of-the-
art harvesting machinery, such as mechanical diggers and
conveyor systems, streamline the process, minimizing damage
to tubers and reducing post-harvest losses. Modern sorting
and grading machines utilize advanced sensors and algorithms
to identify and segregate potatoes based on size, shape, and
quality criteria, improving marketability and reducing manual
labor. Besides, Genetic modification of crops has also shown
good effects in increasing productivity, nutritional quality, and
disease resistance [8] These advancements not only increase
productivity and profitability but also contribute to sustainable
agriculture by minimizing inputs and environmental footprint
in potato production.

Besides mechanical and genetic technologies, several stud-
ies on computer technology were developed for potatoes. Thus,
artificial intelligence (AI) is creating and making significant
strides in the potato farming sector, particularly in planting and
harvesting processes. AI uses smart algorithms and sensors to
improve various stages of potato cultivation. When it comes to
planting, AI helps in determining the best spacing and depth
for potato seeds, ensuring efficient resource utilization and
better yields. AI-powered machinery, equipped with sensors,
reduces wastage and increases productivity. During harvesting,
AI aids in identifying ripe potatoes using computer vision,
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distinguishing them from soil and foliage, thus optimizing
the harvesting process and minimizing crop damage. More-
over, AI analyzes environmental factors like soil moisture,
temperature, and weather conditions in real-time, providing
valuable insights to farmers for informed decision-making
and better outcomes. Consequently, AI not only enhances
efficiency and productivity in potato farming but also promotes
sustainable agricultural practices by minimizing resource usage
and environmental impact.

Deep learning is a subset of artificial intelligence and it
has revolutionized various fields, including agriculture and
industry. Besides, computer vision appeared as a new way for
classification and segmentation of a lot of aspects of images [9]
[10] [11] [12] [13], through techniques like transfer learning
and fine-tuning. For example, image technologies have come
out as invaluable tools in potato farming, offering correct
solutions for classification, segmentation, and detection tasks.
Classification algorithms are used to assess potato images,
categorizing them based on diverse attributes including size,
shape, and quality, thereby facilitating farmers in optimizing
sorting procedures and ensuring consistency across their yield
[14]. Segmentation techniques are employed to segment potato
disease regions or potato growing areas to detect weeds
[15], facilitating precise attribute measurements such as size
and color distribution, which in turn assists in grading and
quality evaluation. Detection algorithms play a pivotal role in
identifying diseases, pests, and other anomalies in potato crops
[16], enabling prompt intervention and mitigation measures to
curtail yield losses.

In this study, various algorithms have used the progressions
in machine learning and computer vision, and large datasets
of potato plant images afflicted with various diseases for
classification and segmentation images, deep learning models
can accurately classify these images. Transfer learning has
been used in this process, it is a technique where a pre-
trained model developed for one task is adapted for another
[17] [18] [19], allowing researchers to leverage the knowledge
gained from training models on massive datasets to enhance
the performance of models in potato disease classification and
segmentation. Furthermore, fine-tuning, a process of adjusting
the parameters of a pre-trained model to better fit the specific
characteristics of a new dataset, has been crucial in refining the
accuracy and efficiency of disease segmentation and detection
algorithms [20] [21] [22]. By fine-tuning pre-existing deep
learning architectures such as convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), researchers can customize these models to effectively
identify and delineate regions of potato plants affected by
diseases, enabling early intervention and targeted treatment.

Overall, the integration of deep learning techniques, in-
cluding transfer learning and fine-tuning, has significantly
advanced the field of potato disease management by providing
accurate, efficient, and contributing to improved crop yield
and food security. This study advances agricultural technology
by using ConvNeXtSmall in the Keras library to categorize
potato disease photos with very high accuracy. Additionally,
utilizing k-mean clustering for the segmentation of anomalous
positions offers a thorough solution that supports agricultural
efforts in the early diagnosis and treatment of potato illnesses
by assisting in the accurate identification of abnormal zones.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A customized CNN model based on ConvNeXtSmall
is presented by the research for the purpose of classify-
ing and segmenting potato diseases into seven groups:
pink rot, dry rot, blackleg, black scurf, common scab,
miscellaneous, and healthy. Thus, it might offer a
quick and easy way for the farmer to boost profitability
and productivity depending on the amount of potatoes
they produce.

• In the scenario of seven classes classification, our
model achieved excellent validation accuracy, test
accuracy, and F1 score (i.e., 99.49%, 98.97%, and
98.97%). As a result, a table and confusion matrix
were also made to illustrate how successful the model
was in terms of training and testing duration.

• The article proposes K-means clustering in image seg-
mentation for identifying potato diseases. By grouping
pixels with similar characteristics, it enables the differ-
entiation of healthy areas from diseased ones based on
color and texture. This method aids in precise disease
mapping, facilitating targeted treatment strategies for
agricultural management.

• Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-
CAM) was applied and assisted in the visual expla-
nation of potato diseases by pinpointing regions in
images where the model concentrates its attention.
This technique aids in the precise identification and
comprehension of various potato diseases, enhanc-
ing diagnostic accuracy and agricultural management
strategies.

• This research gathered photos of both sick and healthy
potatoes, as confirmed by experts at the Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Institute. This dataset can be
used to teach agriculture students and is validated for
the creation of automated machine learning and deep
learning algorithms for the classification, segmenta-
tion, and detection of potato illnesses.

The organization of our research paper is structured into
six principal sections. Firstly, Section I serves as a comprehen-
sive overview providing a general introduction to the article.
Following this, Section II extensively explores related research,
offering a thorough examination of the existing literature upon
which our work is based. Subsequently, Section III delineates
the methodology utilized, furnishing detailed insights into the
methods employed throughout the article. Section IV then
elaborates on the experiments conducted, encompassing the
procedures for their execution and the evaluation of each
scenario. Furthermore, Section V presents the results of the
best experiment and conducts a comparative analysis with
existing scenarios. Finally, the article encapsulates the key
findings and analyzes the fundamental domains associated with
our research in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Exploring potato diseases led to groundbreaking research
in transfer learning and fine-tuning and various research was
published to promote disease segmentation and classification
in potatoes. For example, A deep convolutional neural network
was trained to distinguish between four types of potatoes
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(i.e., Red, Red Washed, Sweet, and White) using a public
dataset of 2400 photos by Abeer A. Elsharif et al. The trained
model attained an accuracy of 99.5% of the test accuracy
[23]. Besides, Sofia Marino et al. have presented an effective
unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation method to classify
six potato classes in two different scenarios and reach an
average F1-score of 84% [24]. Furthermore, Qinghua Su et
al. used a convolutional neural network model and achieved a
high success rate in size classification at 94.5% and appearance
classification at 91.6% [25].

One of the most important tasks in post-harvest quality
control during potato manufacturing is identifying bad surfaces
for potatoes. Therefore, Chenglong Wang et al. used transfer
learning to refine a basic model using three DCNN modes. As
a result, RFCN ResNet101 had the best overall performance,
achieving accuracy levels of 92.5%, 95.6%, and 98.7%, re-
spectively [26]. Moreover, Kaili Zhang et al. improved U-Net
and showed that the accuracy of the potato surface evaluation
method proposed in the study was greater than 97.55% [27],
In addition, Black scurf, common scab, black leg, pink rot,
and healthy are the five categories of potato diseases that
Khalid Hamza et al. detect and classify. In multiple classes,
the accuracy can reach 98% and 100% [28].

To classify potato problems early, machine learning tech-
nology has been widely used as an affordable and nondestruc-
tive diagnostic tool. For instance, Ali Arshaghi et al. use image
processing and convolution neural networks to identify and
classify surface potatoes from a collection of 5,000 photos of
potatoes that have been split into five types. As a result, the
results show that the accuracy of the deep learning proposed
was 98% and 100% accuracy in some of the classes [29].To
classify potatoes, Hyeon-Seung Lee et al. used Mask R-CNN,
one of the object identification technologies utilizing deep
learning, and were surprised with the result of 93.0% [30].
Furthermore, Israa Mohammed Hassoon et al. proposed a
PDCNN framework that is very effective in classifying four
types of potato tuber diseases including black dot, common
scab, potato virus y, and ring rot with 91.3% accuracy [31].

To expand the author’s limited knowledge about transfer
learning and fine-tuning in CNN. Hence, several research about
potato leaf disease classification have been investigated. With
the help of deep learning and the VGG16 and VGG19 convo-
lutional neural network architectural model, Rizqi Amaliatus
Sholihati et al. developed a system that can classify the
four different types of diseases in potato plants based on
leaf conditions. As a result. the model achieved an average
accuracy of 91% [32]. Moreover, Aditi Singh et al. presented
a model that can reach a 95.99% accuracy rate when using the
K-means approach for feature segmentation and the multi-class
support vector machine methodology for classification [33]. To
identify potato leaf disease, Rabbia Mahum et al. employed an
additional transition layer in DenseNet-201 along with a pre-
trained Efficient DenseNet model. As a result, the performance
was evaluated and gave an accuracy of 97.2% [34].

The quantity and quality of potatoes are greatly impacted
by many diseases. Because manually explaining these leaf
diseases is labor-intensive and time-consuming. As a result,
Divyansh Tiwari et al utilized a pre-trained model VGG19
for fine-tuning the dataset and reached 97.8% in classifica-
tion accuracy over the test dataset[35]. Moreover, Asif Iqbal

et al. proposed an image processing and machine learning-
based automatic system that will identify and classify over
450 images of healthy and diseased potato leaves with an
accuracy of 97% [36]. Kulendu Kashyap Chakraborty et al
proposed a methodology using four deep learning models
such as VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet, and ResNet50. Hence, it
achieved 97.89% accuracy for classification between late and
early blight syndromes as compared to healthy potato leaf [37].

Besides using computer vision to recognize and classify
potatoes, other fruits and vegetables also apply this method for
having the advantages of speed, and high accuracy in dividing
a final product. For instance, Alper Taner et al. used popular
seven CNN architectures (i.e., VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3,
MobileNet, Xception, ResNet150V2, and DenseNet201) and it
was found that DenseNet201 had the highest classification ac-
curacy of 97.48% in classifying apple varieties [38]. Moreover,
Dhiya Mahdi Asriny et al. proposed the classification model
to classify orange images using CNN and shows an accuracy
of 96% [39]. In conclusion, Table I shows that related studies
have been compiled for easier evaluation and synthesis.

TABLE I. RELATED PAPERS IN AGRICULTURE

Product Method Accuracy Year Author

Potato CNN 99.5% 2020 Abeer A. Elsharif et
al [23]

Potato FCN F1 score
= 84%

2020 Sofia Marino et al
[24]

Potato CNN 91.6% 2020 Qinghua Su et al
[25]

Potato RFCN ResNet101 98.7% 2021 Chenglong Wang et
al [26]

Potato VGG and U-Net 97.55% 2023 Kaili Zhang et al
[27]

Potato CNN 98%˜100% 2022 Khalid Hamza et al

Potato CNN 98%˜100% 2020 Ali Arshaghi et al
[29]

Potato Mask R-CNN 93% 2020 Hyeon-Seung Lee et
al [30]

Potato PDCNN 91.3% 2021 Israa Mohammed
Hassoon et al [31]

Potato
leaves

VGG16 and VGG19 91% 2020 Rizqi Amaliatus
Sholihati et al [32]

Potato
leaves

CNN 95.99% 2021 Aditi Singh et al [33]

Potato
leaves

DenseNet-201 and Ef-
ficient DenseNet

97.2% 2022 Rabbia Mahumet et
al [34]

Potato
leaves

VGG19 97.8% 2020 Divyansh Tiwariet et
al[35]

Potato
leaves

D-CNN 97% 2020 Asif Iqbal et al [36]

Potato
leaves

VGG16 97.89% 2022 Kulendu Kashyap
Chakraborty et
al[37]

Apple DenseNet201 97.48% 2024 Alper Taner et al[38]

Orange CNN 96% 2020 Dhiya Mahdi Asriny
et al [39]

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The Research Implementation Procedure

This study proposed a method including 12 steps from
input to output shown in Fig. 1. The roles of the steps are
shown as follows:
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1) Collecting dataset: the dataset selected from various
sources and rigorously verified by the Bangladesh
Agricultural Research Institute (BARI), boasts 451
images capturing diverse potato illnesses such as
Common scab, Blackleg, Dry rot, Pink rot, Black
scurf, Miscellaneous, and Healthy Potatoes. It is a
valuable resource for academic research, offering com-
prehensive insights into potato disease management
and cultivation practices.

2) Pre-processing image and data augmentation: image
pre-processing techniques such as resizing and nor-
malization are crucial for standardizing input data, and
ensuring consistency in potato disease classification
models. Furthermore, using data augmentation meth-
ods such as rotation, flipping, and contrast enhance-
ment enhances the variety of the dataset, and assists
model training. These algorithms provide a foundation
for developing accuracy and prediction to classify and
segment potato diseases, thus safeguarding agricul-
tural productivity and income.

3) Dividing the dataset into three categories train, vali-
dation, and test: after increasing data augmentation by
451 default participants, which were chosen at random
for the training, validation, and testing phases, the
pictures dataset contains 5833 subjects. The datasets
are randomly selected using an 8-1-1 scale and are
then placed into 8 training, 1 validation, and 1 testing
folder. This guarantees a balanced distribution, which
is essential for trustworthy model development and
evaluation.

4) Dividing dataset for scenarios: the dataset was divided
into four scenarios. In the first scenario, four classes
healthy, black scurf, common scab, and pink rot were
selected because they can be classified by surface ob-
servation. Next to that, four classes healthy, blackleg,
dry rot, and miscellaneous because it is an internal
harm. Finally, the next two scenarios employed all
classes for the experiment.

5) Building the model: our work employed transfer
learning to a pre-trained model based on the CNN
architecture prototype to conduct tests. External layers
were employed during fine-tuning to adapt the pre-
trained model to the specific data of the intended task.
For our training test, the ConvNeXtSmall model thus
yields an excellent result.

6) Applying transfer learning: using pre-trained deep
learning models, this approach aims to transfer knowl-
edge from related domains to enhance the classifica-
tion accuracy of potato disease. By adapting neural
networks to recognize patterns indicative of various
potato diseases.

7) Validating and collecting accuracy score: after the
model had completed training, its efficiency was
assessed using its training accuracy as well as its
other scores. Next, The validity of the test was then
determined using the initially divided testing set.

8) Applying fine-tuning: fine-tuning involves adjusting
the parameters, and additional layers of a pre-trained

neural network particularly in the latter layers, typi-
cally focusing on refining performance. This process
allows the model to borrow knowledge acquired from
a broader scope while customizing it to the particular
requirements.

9) Validating, collecting, and explaining results with
Grad-CAM: Grad-Cam was used for the analysis
of heat maps generated by the model to highlight
regions of interest. By correlating these areas with
known symptoms, researchers can validate the model’s
accuracy, collect valuable data for further analysis, and
elucidate its decision-making process.

10) Image segmentation by k-means clustering: this step
includes partitioning the image into distinct clusters
based on pixel intensities. By iterative assigning pixels
to clusters with similar characteristics, this method
effectively separates different disease regions within
the potato image, facilitating targeted analysis and
diagnosis of specific ailments.

11) Reconstructing and comparing the cycles with other
models: after one phase, the procedure was re-
worked and compared with another model includ-
ing, EffecientNetB3, ResNet50, MobileNet, Inception
V3, Xception, ConvNeXtSmall, ConvNeXtTiny, Con-
vNeXtLarge to create the final result

12) Showing the result: the data will be presented as
tables and graphs after procedures to enable pertinent
comparisons.

B. Pre-processing Image and Data Augmentation

Pre-processing plays an important role in boosting the
quality of images before subjecting them to potato disease
classification algorithms. Resizing (1) and normalization (2)
are two fundamental techniques used in this process. Resizing
(1) connection to change the dimensions of images to a
uniform size, which aids in reducing computational complexity
and ensuring consistency across the dataset. Mathematically,
resizing can be represented as follows:

Resize image = resize(original image, target size) (1)

Algorithm 1 Resizing Algorithm

Require: Original Image, target size
Ensure: Resized Image

1: Load the Original Image:
2: Define the target size = (224,224)
3: Resize the Original Image to the target size using the

resize function:
4: ResizedImage = resize(OriginalImage, (224, 224))
5: return Resized Image

Here, original image (1) represents the raw input image,
and target size (1) indicates the desired dimensions of the out-
put image. Besides, Algorithm 1 is a pseudo-code that presents
flow on how it works in coding. Furthermore, Normalization
(2) fixes standard pixel values within a certain range. It can
be expressed as:
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Normalized image =
original image−mean

std
(2)

Algorithm 2 Normalization Algorithm

Require: Original Image
Ensure: Normalized Image

1: Compute the mean and standard deviation of pixel inten-
sities:

2: mean = 1
n

∑n
i=1 pixeli

3: std =
√

1
n

∑n
i=1(pixeli −mean)2

4: Normalize the Original Image by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the standard deviation:

5: NormalizedImage = OriginalImage−mean
std

6: return Normalized Image

Specifically, mean (2) and std (2) represent the mean
and standard deviation of pixel intensities across the entire
dataset, respectively. This normalization process ensures that
pixel values are centered around 0 with a standard deviation
of 1, to facilitate convergence during training and mitigate
the influence of illumination variations, thereby increasing the
stability of the training process. In addition, To clarify the
process a pseudo-code has been provided at Algorithm 2.

Data augmentation techniques are tools for improving the
diversity of training samples, thereby improving the gener-
alization ability of the classifier. Rotation (3), flipping (4)
(5), and contrast enhancement (6) are commonly employed
augmentation strategies in the context of potato surface disease
classification. Rotation (3) involves rotating the image by a cer-
tain angle to simulate variations in orientation. Mathematically,
rotation can be represented as:

Rotated image = rotate(original image, θ) (3)

Algorithm 3 Rotation Algorithm

Require: Original Image, angle
Ensure: Rotated Image

1: Load the Original Image
2: Specify the angle of rotation (θ)
3: Rotate the Original Image by the specified angle using the

formula:
4: Rotated image = rotate(original image, θ)
5: return Rotated Image

In the equation, θ (3) strand for the angle of rotation
and Algorithm 3 presents the detail of code flow which is
provided in pseudo-code for overview. Moreover, flipping (4)
(5) entails flipping the image horizontally or vertically to
introduce variations in perspective. It can be mathematically
expressed as:

P (x, y) = (width− x− 1, y) (4)

P (x, y) = (x, height− y − 1) (5)

Algorithm 4 Flipping Algorithm

Require: Original Image, axis
Ensure: Flipped Image

1: Load the Original Image
2: Specify the axis along which flipping should occur: hori-

zontal (H) or vertical (V)
3: if axis is H then
4: Flip the Original Image horizontally using the formula:

P (x, y) = (width− x− 1, y)
5: else if axis is V then
6: Flip the Original Image vertically using the formula:

P (x, y) = (x, height− y − 1)
7: end if
8: return Flipped Image

In the context of image flipping, (x, y) 4 5 represents
the pixel coordinates of the Original Image. In Algorithm 4
flipping horizontally (H), the pixel x-coordinate is reversed
concerning the image width, and when flipping vertically (V),
the pixel y-coordinate is reversed concerning the image height.

Penhanced(x, y) = CDF (Poriginal(x, y))× (L− 1) (6)

Algorithm 5 Contrast Enhancement Algorithm

Require: Original Image
Ensure: Enhanced Image

1: Load the Original Image
2: Compute the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

pixel intensities
3: Apply histogram equalization to map pixel intensities to a

new range using the formula:
4: Penhanced(x, y) = CDF(Poriginal(x, y))× (L− 1)
5: where Penhanced(x, y) is the pixel intensity in the En-

hanced Image,
6: Poriginal(x, y) is the pixel intensity in the Original Image,
7: and L is the number of intensity levels
8: return Enhanced Image

The contrast enhancement algorithm aims to improve the
contrast of an image through histogram equalization. It begins
by loading the original image and computing its histogram,
which represents the frequency distribution of pixel inten-
sities. Subsequently, Algorithm 5 calculates the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) from the histogram. This CDF
provides a mapping between original pixel intensities and
their corresponding enhanced values. The enhancement is
achieved by applying the formula (6). where L (6) illustrates
the number of intensity levels. Each pixel in the original
image is mapped to a new intensity level based on its CDF
value, resulting in an image with improved contrast. Finally,
These data augmentation techniques collectively contribute to
the robustness of the classification model by exposing it to a
diverse range of image variations.
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C. Transfer Learning and Fine-tuning of ConvNeXtSmall

Transfer learning is a technique in machine learning where
knowledge gained from solving one problem is applied to a
different but related problem [17] [18] [19]. In the context of
image classification, it involves leveraging pre-trained models,
which have been trained on large datasets, and adapting them
to new classification tasks with relatively smaller datasets. This
approach is particularly useful when the target dataset is not
large enough to train a model from scratch effectively.

In the classification of potato surface disease, transfer learn-
ing can be employed by utilizing a pre-trained Convolutional
Neural Network (ConvNet), such as ConvNeXtSmall, which
has been trained on a large dataset. The initial layers of
ConvNeXtSmall have learned to extract low-level features like
edges and textures, which are generally applicable to various
image recognition tasks. By reusing these learned features and
adjusting the later layers to suit the specifics of potato surface
disease classification, this algorithm can expedite the training
process and improve performance.

Fine-tuning is a key aspect of transfer learning, where
the parameters of the pre-trained model are further adjusted
to better fit the new dataset [20] [21] [22]. In the case of
ConvNeXtSmall, fine-tuning includes unfreezing some of the
later layers and retraining them using the new dataset. This
allows the model to learn higher-level representations more
adapted to the characteristics of potato surface disease, refining
its ability to distinguish between disease states or healthy
potato surfaces.

Moreover, adding extra layers to ConvNeXtSmall in Fig.
2 can enhance its accuracy and overall performance. These
additional layers can capture more complex patterns and rela-
tionships within the data, providing the model with a deeper
understanding of the distinguishing features of different disease
conditions. However, care must be taken to prevent overfitting,
where the model becomes too specialized to the training
dataset and performs poorly on unseen data. Regularization
techniques such as dropout and weight decay can be employed
to mitigate overfitting and ensure the generalization ability of
the model.

In summary, transfer learning and fine-tuning of Con-
vNeXtSmall offer effective strategies for the classification of
potato surface disease by borrowing pre-existing knowledge
and adapting it to the specific characteristics of the target
dataset. By incorporating additional layers and carefully fine-
tuning the model, this research improves its accuracy and
prediction in classifying different disease states, ultimately
aiding in the early detection and management of potato crop
diseases.

D. Visual Explanation with Gradcam

Visual explanations through techniques like Grad-CAM
(Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping) offer valuable
insights into the classification process, aiding researchers and
farmers in making informed decisions. Potato surface diseases
encompass a range of fungal, bacterial, and viral infections
that affect the external appearance of the potato tubers. Timely
detection and classification of these diseases are essential for
maintaining crop health and yield.

Grad-CAM is a technique used in computer vision to
understand the decision-making process of deep learning mod-
els. It highlights regions of an image that contribute most
significantly to the model’s classification decision. In the con-
text of potato surface disease classification, Grad-CAM helps
elucidate which features or regions of the potato surface are
indicative of particular diseases. in the case of the black scurf
and black leg of Fig. 3, Grad-CAM may highlight regions of
the potato surface where characteristic lesions or discolorations
are present.

The Grad-CAM method functions by generating a heat
map that delineates the significance of various regions within
the input image for prediction. This heat map is derived by
computing the gradient of the target class score concerning
the final convolutional layer feature maps. Mathematically:

Hc
(i,j) = ReLU

(∑
k

αc
k ·Ak

(i,j)

)
(7)

Specifically, Hc
(i,j) (7) represents the heat map value at

position (i, j) for class c. αc
k (7) denotes the importance of the

kth feature map for class c, and Ak
(i,j) (7) is the activation of

the kth feature map at position (i, j). Equation (7) essentially
encapsulates the importance of each feature map activation,
weighted by its corresponding importance score. The ReLU
function is employed to ensure that only positive contributions
are considered.

In conclusion, visual explanation techniques like Grad-
CAM furnish a valuable means of interpreting deep learning
models in the classification of potato surface diseases. By
accentuating crucial regions within input images, Grad-CAM
facilitates the understanding of model predictions and offers
insights for refining disease management strategies.

E. Image Segmentation by k-means Clustering

Image segmentation is a main task in classifying potato
surface diseases, assisting in identifying and analyzing abnor-
mal areas on the potato surface. Among various segmentation
techniques, k-means clustering is an efficient method for par-
titioning images into distinct clusters based on pixel intensity
values. In this context, k-means clustering (8) facilitates the
categorization of pixels into groups, differentiating healthy
potato regions from those affected by diseases.

Mathematically, the k-means algorithm aims to minimize
the within-cluster sum of squares, defined as:

W (Ck) =

n∑
i=1

∑
xj∈Ck

||xj − µk||2 (8)

In every detail, Ck (8) represents the cluster k, xj (8) show
the jth (8) data point (pixel), and µk (8) is the centroid of
cluster k. The goal is to assign each pixel to the cluster whose
centroid is nearest to it in terms of Euclidean distance.

Specifically, Algorithm 6 outlines the k-means clustering
approach for segmenting images. it begins with an initialization
phase, during which k initial centroids are randomly selected.
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Following this, the assignment step assigns each pixel to
the nearest centroid, effectively partitioning the image into k
clusters. Subsequently, in the update phase, the centroids are
recalculated based on the mean of all pixels assigned to each
cluster. This iterative process continues until convergence is
achieved, typically indicated by a condition such as centroids
no longer undergoing significant changes between iterations.
This methodical approach enables the algorithm to effectively
segment images by distinguishing regions based on pixel
similarities, making it particularly valuable for applications
such as disease detection on potato surfaces.

Algorithm 6 K-Means Clustering

Require: Image I , Number of clusters k = 3 (Background,
healthy surface and disease surface)

Ensure: Segmented image Iseg, Centroids {µ1, µ2, ..., µk}
1: Initialization:
2: Randomly select k initial centroids: µ1, µ2, ..., µk

3: Iprev ← Copy of I
4: repeat
5: Assignment Step:
6: for each pixel p in I do
7: Assign p to the nearest centroid µi

8: end for
9: Update Step:

10: for each cluster i do
11: Recalculate centroid µi as the mean of all pixels

in cluster i
12: end for
13: Iseg ← Image formed by assigning pixels to their

respective clusters
14: Iprev ← Copy of Iseg
15: until Convergence criteria are met (e.g., centroids do not

change significantly)
16: return Segmented image Iseg, Centroids {µ1, µ2, ..., µk}

By applying k-means clustering to potato surface images,
Fig. 4 effectively segments the image into regions of similar
pixel intensities, thereby distinguishing between healthy and
diseased areas. The centroids obtained represent characteristic
color values associated with each cluster, aiding in the identi-
fication of disease patterns based on pixel color.

Furthermore, the simplicity and efficiency of k-means
clustering make it a suitable choice for real-time or large-scale
image processing tasks, contributing to the rapid and accurate
classification of potato surface diseases. Overall, leveraging k-
means clustering in image segmentation enhances the precision
and scalability of disease detection systems, facilitating timely
interventions to mitigate agricultural losses.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Performance Metrics

The research used a single dataset for both the training,
validation, and testing phases in this analysis. The data was
selected from various sources and rigorously verified by the
Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute (BARI). 451 im-
ages constitute the comprehensive dataset in Fig. 5 including
62 Common scabs, 60 Blackleg, 60 Dry rot, 57 Pink rot, 58
Black scurf, 74 Miscellaneous, and 80 Healthy Potato images.

In the classification of potato surface disease, various per-
formance metrics are utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of
the classification model. These metrics help in understanding
the ability to correctly classify instances of potato surface
disease and its performance in terms of both precision and
recall.

One of the fundamental metrics used is the Accuracy (i.e.,
ACC), which measures the proportion of correctly classified
instances out of the total instances. Mathematically, it can be
expressed as:

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(9)

Where TP (9) indicates true positives (correctly classified
instances of potato surface disease), TN (9) represents true
negatives (correctly classified instances of absence of potato
surface disease), FP (9) stands for false positives (instances
incorrectly classified as having potato surface disease), and FN
(9) represents false negatives (instances incorrectly classified
as not having potato surface disease).

Another important metric is the Recall in equation (10),
also known as sensitivity or true positive rate. It measures
the proportion of actual positive instances that are correctly
identified by the model. Moreover, This metric is crucial in
scenarios where the consequences of false negatives (misclas-
sifying actual instances of potato surface disease as negative)
are severe. Mathematically, it can be defined as:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(10)

The Precision metric in equation (11) evaluates the propor-
tion of true positive instances among all instances classified as
positive by the model. It can be calculated as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(11)

The F1 Score in equation (12) is a metric that combines
precision and recall into a single value. It is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall, and it provides a balance between the
two metrics. Mathematically, it is represented as:

F1 = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(12)

B. Scenario 1: the Result of Classifying Potato Diseases into
four Classes: Healthy, Black Scurf, Common Scab, Pink Rot

Table II presents a comparative analysis of various deep
learning models in classifying potato disease images into
four classes: healthy, black scurf, common scab, and pink
rot, using both transfer learning and fine-tuning techniques.
Among the models evaluated, EfficientNet B3 emerges as the
top performer, exhibiting remarkable accuracy in both transfer
learning (i.e., 99.70% validation accuracy, 99.40% test accu-
racy) and fine-tuning (i.e., 100.00% for both validation and test
accuracy). In contrast, Xception shows comparatively lower
accuracy levels across both transfer learning and fine-tuning
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Fig. 1. The implementing procedure flowchart.

TABLE II. THE ACCURACY OF CLASSIFYING POTATO DISEASE IMAGES
INTO FOUR CLASSES: HEALTHY, BLACK SCURF, COMMON SCAB, PINK

ROT IN TRANSFER LEARNING AND FINE-TUNING, FOR EACH DEEP
LEARNING MODEL

Model Phase Valid
acc

Test
acc

Precision Recall F1

EfficientNet
B3

Transfer
Learning

99.70% 99.40% 97.44% 97.32% 97.30%

Fine
Tuning

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

ResNet50

Transfer
Learning

100.00% 99.83% 99.71% 99.70% 99.70%

Fine
Tuning

MobileNet

Transfer
Learning

97.31% 95.04% 94.96% 94.94% 94.94%

Fine
Tuning

97.31% 97.46% 96.74% 96.73% 96.73%

InceptionV3

Transfer
Learning

89.55% 91.91% 90.92% 90.77% 90.74%

Fine
Tuning

91.64% 94.99% 92.69% 92.56% 92.58%

Xception

Transfer
Learning

84.48% 84.52% 84.91% 84.52% 84.57%

Fine
Tuning

91.34% 89.66% 89.49% 89.29% 89.33%

Our
Model

Transfer
Learning

98.51% 93.75% 97.93% 97.92% 97.92%

Fine
Tuning

99.40% 96.88% 99.11% 99.11% 99.11%

Fig. 2. Procedure of transfer learning and fine-tuning in our model with
custom layers.

Fig. 3. Visual explanation by gradcam of potato diseases.
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phases, with validation accuracy of 84.48% and 91.34%, and
test accuracy of 84.52% and 89.66%, respectively. However,
Our model showcases competitive performance, particularly in
fine-tuning (i.e., an increase of 3.13 % with transfer learning),
where it achieves a validation accuracy of 99.40% and a
test accuracy of 96.88%, closely aligning with EfficientNetB3.
This suggests that the proposed model demonstrates robustness
comparable to the state-of-the-art EfficientNetB3 while outper-
forming the least effective model, Xception, underscoring its
potential as a viable alternative in potato disease classification
tasks.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate the accuracy and loss scores in
the two training and validation phases. With this line chart,
the accuracy and loss scores are presented intuitively and
simply to help with general assessment through the training
epoch. Besides, the confusion matrix in Fig. 8 assesses the
performance of deep learning models for potato disease clas-
sification. It evaluates accuracy, identifies misclassifications,
and guides parameter optimization. Additionally, it detects
class imbalances, aids in error analysis, and facilitates model
comparison, enabling improvement in accuracy and robustness.

C. Scenario 2: the Result of Classifying Potato Diseases into
Four Classes: Healthy, Blackleg, Dry Rot, Miscellaneous

TABLE III. THE ACCURACY OF CLASSIFYING POTATO DISEASE IMAGES
INTO FOUR CLASSES: HEALTHY, BLACKLEG, DRY ROT, MISCELLANEOUS
IN TRANSFER LEARNING AND FINE-TUNING, FOR EACH DEEP LEARNING

MODEL

Model Phase Valid
acc

Test
acc

Precision Recall F1

EfficientNet
B3

Transfer
Learning

99.40% 96.60% 96.18% 96.13% 96.14%

Fine
Tuning

99.11% 99.24% 99.42% 99.40% 99.40%

ResNet50

Transfer
Learning

99.11% 98.59% 98.82% 98.81% 98.81%

Fine
Tuning

99.70% 98.54% 98.54% 98.51% 98.51%

MobileNet

Transfer
Learning

90.18% 90.09% 89.36% 89.29% 89.20%

Fine
Tuning

91.67% 89.93% 91.40% 91.37% 91.36%

InceptionV3

Transfer
Learning

79.76% 77.33% 77.03% 76.79% 76.68%

Fine
Tuning

84.23% 83.23% 82.97% 82.74% 82.73%

Xception

Transfer
Learning

76.19% 78.77% 76.34% 76.19% 76.01%

Fine
Tuning

83.93% 85.58% 85.11% 85.12% 85.08%

Our
Model

Transfer
Learning

98.21% 96.88% 94.35% 94.35% 94.31%

Fine
Tuning

99.11% 96.88% 96.17% 96.13% 96.12%

Compared with Table II, Table III shows that the per-
formance of our model remained stable at 96.68% in the
classification four classes healthy, blackleg, dry rot, miscella-
neous although it is internal damage. However, EfficientNetB3
witnessed a slight decrease (i.e., a decrease of 0.76%) when
compared with scenario 1. Moreover. Xception presents inef-

Fig. 4. Image segmentation in potato diseases by k-mean clustering.

Fig. 5. The dataset of potato images.

Fig. 6. Training accuracy and validation accuracy by fine-tuning of our
model at scenario 1.
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fectiveness in evaluating the performance of classifying potato
diseases.

Furthermore, Training and validation on both accuracy and
loss scores are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Following
the figures, the evaluation performance of our model presents
the balance when the dataset is changed. Moreover, Fig. 11
is provided for evaluating, optimizing, and understanding the
performance of deep learning models in classifying potato
diseases, providing insights that can lead to improved accuracy
and reliability.

D. Scenario 3: the Result of Classifying Potato Diseases Into
Seven Classes: Healthy, Black Scurf, Common Scab, Pink Rot,
Blackleg, Dry Rot, Miscellaneous

TABLE IV. THE ACCURACY OF CLASSIFYING POTATO DISEASE IMAGES
INTO SEVEN CLASSES: HEALTHY, BLACK SCURF, COMMON SCAB, PINK
ROT, BLACKLEG, DRY ROT, MISCELLANEOUS IN TRANSFER LEARNING

AND FINE-TUNING, FOR EACH DEEP LEARNING MODEL

Model Phase Valid
acc

Test
acc

Precision Recall F1

EfficientNet
B3

Transfer
Learning

98.00% 98.22% 98.23% 98.22% 98.22%

Fine
Tuning

99.11% 98.00% 98.08% 98.00% 98.00%

ResNet50

Transfer
Learning

98.67% 97.56% 97.63% 97.56% 97.54%

Fine
Tuning

99.56% 98.44% 98.49% 98.44% 98.45%

MobileNet

Transfer
Learning

86.22% 80.89% 81.05% 80.89% 80.77%

Fine
Tuning

91.56% 92.22% 92.27% 92.22% 92.21%

InceptionV3

Transfer
Learning

68.44% 68.67% 68.38% 68.67% 68.18%

Fine
Tuning

99.33% 98.44% 98.47% 98.44% 98.44%

Xception

Transfer
Learning

65.78% 61.11% 62.50% 61.11% 61.10%

Fine
Tuning

98.67% 97.33% 97.38% 97.33% 97.33%

Our
Model

Transfer
Learning

94.85% 94.69% 94.72% 94.69% 94.67%

Fine
Tuning

99.49% 98.97% 98.98% 98.97% 98.97%

Table IV illustrates a successful classification when our
model experiences a dramatic rise in test accuracy of 98.97%
of fine-tuning (i.e., a growth of 2.09%). Moreover, other scores
such as prediction, recall, and f1 reached a high point. Thus,
our model successfully demonstrated that the performance in
classifying images in multiple classes (i.e., seven classes) is
better than other models. However, EfficientNetB3 presents
a decline in performance when working with seven classes.
Despite ResNet50, MobileNet, InceptionV3, and Xception
climb significantly. In particular, Xception has an increase of
11.75% when compared with Table III.

In addition, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show progress with nearly
reached the highest point in a surprise outcome of validation
accuracy = 99.49%. Moreover, training and validation loss
decreased significantly and was achieved at 0.07. To describe
more detail, Fig. 14 represents a confusion matrix for the

Fig. 7. Training loss and validation loss by fine-tuning of our model at
scenario 1.

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix in fine-tuning for our model at scenario 1.

Fig. 9. Training accuracy and validation accuracy by fine-tuning of our
model at scenario 2.
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final result and helps the research article to have an overall
assessment.

E. Scenario 4: the Result of Classifying Potato Diseases Into
Seven Classes with ConvNeXt Model: Small, Tiny, and Large

TABLE V. THE ACCURACY OF CLASSIFYING POTATO DISEASE IMAGES
INTO SEVEN CLASSES: HEALTHY, BLACK SCURF, COMMON SCAB, PINK
ROT, BLACKLEG, DRY ROT, MISCELLANEOUS IN TRANSFER LEARNING

AND FINE-TUNING, FOR EACH DEEP LEARNING MODEL

Model Phase Valid
acc

Test
acc

Precision Recall F1

ConvNeXt
Large

Transfer
Learning

100.00% 99.14% 99.18% 99.14% 99.14%

Fine
Tuning

- - - - -

ConvNeXtTiny

Transfer
Learning

96.57% 97.09% 97.12% 97.09% 97.10%

Fine
Tuning

97.43% 97.60% 97.60% 97.60% 97.60%

Our model

Transfer
Learning

94.85% 94.69% 94.72% 94.69% 94.67%

Fine
Tuning

99.49% 98.97% 98.98% 98.97% 98.97%

ConvNeXtLarger reaches the highest score in validation
and test accuracy in Table V. Because it causes hardware
overload and is too heavy for training small and medium
datasets. Thus, this scenario points out that ConvNeXtLarger
is not necessary for classifying this dataset and it can lead
to a waste of resources and time to train the model. The
customized ConvNeXtSmall model presents an effective and
suitable classification although it is marginally lower than
ConvNeXtLarger in transfer learning (I.e., lower 0.17% in
test accuracy). In conclusion, the choice of models in the
ConvNeXt family should be carefully considered because their
performance may be very little different, although there are
different requirements in terms of time and resources for
training.

V. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

A. Results Explanation

Throughout scenarios 1, 2, and 3, our customized model
presents effectiveness and sustainability when classifying many
classes in Fig 15. Scenario 3 shows that test accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F1 score reached a surprise point (I.e., 99.49%
in validation accuracy and 98.97% in test accuracy) in the
seven potato disease classes classification. However, Scenarios
1 and 2 point out that in classifying a few of the classes the
customized model worked unsuccessfully with the researcher’s
desire although it still reached a high score (i.e., 99.11% in
validation accuracy and 96.88% in test accuracy). These issues
will be explored and improved in subsequent studies.

In addition, Fig. ?? illustrates ConvNeXt family perfor-
mance between ConvNeXtLarge, ConvNeXtTiny, and Cus-
tomized ConvNeXtSmall. Specifically, Our model used fewer
resources and a shorter time for training the model in classi-
fying seven classes which reached a surprise result. However,
ConvNext Large achieved slightly higher results than can be
expected but it used a higher resource and time of computer

Fig. 10. Training loss and validation loss by fine-tuning of our model at
scenario 2.

Fig. 11. Confusion matrix in fine-tuning for our model at scenario 2.

Fig. 12. Training accuracy and validation accuracy by fine-tuning of our
model at scenario 3.
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Fig. 13. Training loss and validation loss by fine-tuning of our model at
scenario 3.

Fig. 14. Confusion matrix in fine-tuning for our model at scenario 3.

Fig. 15. The result of fine-tuning in our model.

for training and it can be crashed. As a result. Our model
shows that it is an efficient and economical model for the
classification of potato diseases.

Besides, Grad-CAM for visual explanation and k-means
clustering for image segmentation can significantly enhance
the accuracy and interpretability of the models. Grad-CAM
offers insights into the decision-making process of deep learn-
ing models by highlighting regions crucial for classification in
Fig. 3, aiding in model validation and refinement. Meanwhile,
in Fig. 4 k-means clustering was used for segmented potato
images based on features like color and texture, enabling finer
analysis and feature extraction for improved classification.
Together, these techniques provide a deeper understanding of
disease patterns and facilitate more precise identification and
classification of potato diseases, crucial for effective agricul-
tural management.

B. Comparison with others State-of-the-art Methods

To examine the accuracy of the proposed model that our
article has just given out in the previous subsection, this
subsection compares the accuracy score of the proposed model
with other architectures. The result of getting the value of
accuracy on the test set is illustrated in Table VI.

Evaluating trade-offs according to task-specific priorities
is necessary when comparing these measures. Precision and
recall address more subtle elements, while accuracy offers a
wide overview. The F1 score balances their interplay to ensure
a well-informed assessment of classification models within the
parameters of specific objectives.

TABLE VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHERS STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

Ref. Proposed Classes Accuracy

Abeer A. Elsharif et al CNN 4 classes 99.5%

Sofia Marino et al FCN 6 classes F1 score = 84%

Qinghua Su et al CNN 5 classes 91.6%

Chenglong Wang et al RFCN ResNet101 3 classes 98.7%

Kaili Zhang et al VGG and U-Net 5 classes 97.55%

Khalid Hamza et al CNN 5 classes 98% -100%

Ali Arshaghi et al CNN 5 classes 98% -100%

Hyeon-Seung Lee et al Mask R-CNN - 93%

Israa Mohammed Has-
soon et al

PDCNN 4 classes 91.3%

Proposed model (7 classes) 98.97%

VI. CONCLUSION

In agricultural management, accurately identifying and
classifying potato diseases is crucial for maintaining crop
health and yield. Recently, a study showcased significant
advancements in this domain, introducing a novel model for
disease classification with impressive accuracy rates. This
model effectively categorizes potato images into various dis-
ease classes, including healthy specimens and those affected by
ailments like black scurf, common scab, pink rot, blackleg, dry
rot, and miscellaneous conditions. Our new model achieved re-
markable performance metrics, boasting a validation accuracy
of 99.49%, test accuracy of 98.97%, and an F1 score of 98.97%
across seven disease classes. The success of this model lies in
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its utilization of the ConvNeXt family, a type of deep-learning
architecture specifically designed for image analysis. Notably,
the study employed transfer learning, a technique where a pre-
trained model (i.e., such as ConvNeXtSmall) is fine-tuned to
adapt to a new dataset. By adding dense and dropout layers and
adjusting certain parameters, researchers were able to enhance
performance.

To improve the decision-making process, the study utilized
GradCam. Specifically, GradCam generates heatmaps to high-
light regions of the image that are influential in the model’s
classification decision, aiding in the interpretability and trust-
worthiness of the results. Moreover, the research incorporated
k-means clustering, a popular unsupervised machine learning
algorithm, to segment images. K-means clustering partitions
data into clusters based on similarity, enabling researchers to
identify distinct regions within potato images corresponding to
different disease manifestations. This segmentation facilitates
more granular analysis and targeted interventions for disease
management.

However, there are limitations to be solved. One such
limitation is the reliance on the quality and diversity of the
dataset. Improving data collection processes and expanding
the dataset to encompass a wider range of potato diseases
and variations in environmental conditions will be paramount
for enhancing model robustness and generalizability. Looking
ahead, future work will focus on further refining the model
through improved data preparation techniques and leveraging
advanced visualization methods. Additionally, expanding the
dataset will be essential for accommodating the complexities
and nuances inherent in real-world agricultural settings. By
continually refining and enhancing the model, this research
aims to contribute significantly to the advancement of potato
disease detection and agricultural management practices.

In conclusion, the integration of fine-tuning, GradCam, and
k-means clustering has propelled the efficacy of potato disease
classification models. With ongoing efforts to overcome limita-
tions and refine methodologies, this research holds promise for
revolutionizing disease management strategies in agriculture.
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